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AndAction, Too! 
Rayl Food Brings Complaints 
By ROBIN BECHTOLD 
Beginning with the first 
college dormitory ever built, 
dorm food has probably been a 
topic of general dissatisfaction. 
The RHA Quad residents who 
eat at Rayl cafeteria have found 
themselves no exception . 
Instead of resorting to idle 
jokes, a group of students have 
formed a food committee to 
take constructive action. This 
committee meets on Tuesday 
evenings once a week, to 
discuss possibilities of im-
proving the food and service. 
Each residence house in the 
Quad has its designated 
representative. 
Suggestions or complaints 
made by the students are given 
to these representatives. 
Feeding over three hundred 
students three times a day 
presents understandable dif-
ficulties. The residents, 
however, have come up with 
very valid complaints of 
problems which should be 
possible to resolve. 
The cafeteria has recently 
been running out of food before 
all students have been fed . As a 
result, they either wait in line 
half an hour for more to be 
prepared, or go hungry. The 
cafeteria generally serves a 
choice of two main dishes for 
supper. This selection should be 
available to every student, no 
matter what end of the serving 
time he has arrived. This is 
what he pays for in his contract. 
Favorite foods such as bacon-
lettuce-tomato sandwiches, 
UMR Ranked Sixth 
In Grads 
SOURCE: OPI 
The University of Missouri-
Rolla was sixth nationally in the 
number of graduates with B.S. 
degrees in engineering during 
1975-76 and 13th in full-time 
undergraduate enrollment. The 
Rolla campus had ranked 
seventh in undergraduate 
engineering degrees granted 
the previous year and 13th in 
full-time undergraduate 
enrollment. 
Statistics come from an 
annual report made by the 
Engineering Manpower 
Commission of the Engineers 
Joint Council . The group sur-
veys almost 300 colleges and 
universities which grant 
degrees in engineering. 
Results of the survey also 
show that UMR is first west of 
the Mississippi River in the 
number of engineering B.S 
degrees granted and fourth in 
total undergraduate 
engineering enrollment. Among 
engineers graduated in the state 
of Missouri during 1975-76, 64 
per cent with B. S. degrees were 
graduated by UMR, almost 63 
per cent of those with M.S. 
degrees, and more than 43 per 
clO.nt of those with doctor's 
dlgrees. 
In 1975-76, UMR granted 584 
bachelor's, 221 master's, 16 
doctor of philosophy and five 
doctor of engineering degrees. 
This was an increase at both 
bachelor's and master's degree 
levels. Nationally, the trend 
toward decreasing numbers of 
engineering degrees continued 
except for M.S. degrees which 
increased 4.6 per cent. UMR 
says the students, are not 
served enough during the five 
week cycle of menus. The less 
popular food has been 
suggested to be served less 
frequently, or replaced with a 
more desirable substitute. The 
portions of meat at supper are 
often too small , and it costs 
extra to have a second portion. 
Baked potatoes are preferred 
over noodles , croutons for 
tossed salads and fresh fruit are 
other suggestions. 
Cleanliness could also be 
improved. It is not uncommon 
to get imporperly washed 
utensils. 
It is hopeful that the menu 
will improve. New menus are 
drawn up for Rayl in December, 
for the up-coming semester. 
The students' suggestions 
should be seriously considered. 
The students are paying to eat 
at Rayl, ana , after all , without 
them, there would be no need 
for any cafeteria . Many feel 
their suggestions and 
frustrations are not reaching 
-the people who can effectively 
act on it. Surely someone cares 
whether Quad residents have 
proper nutrition and have 
enough energy to get through a 
day of school. Too many times 
they have been told that nothing 
can be done. 
The St. Pat's Board is already "spreading their green". Recently the Board made a trip to 
Boy's Town of St. James and donated sweatshirts and ski caps to Boy's Town. Pictured on 
the left is Mr. Mash, a Boy's Town official. The Board Reps making the presentation are 
Ed Banovic, Mike Kovack, Dan Angeli, John Diecker, and Rusty Goldhamines. The two 
young men pictured are Boy's Town residents. 
was 18th in the number of M.S. 
degrees granted. 
The largest number of 
engineering bachelor's degrees 
were granted by: Purdue 
University 811; University of 
lllinois 730; Georgia Institute of 
Technology 700; University of 
Michigan, Ann Arbor 682; 
Pennsylvania State University 
619; UniverSity of Missouri-
Rolla 584; University of 
California, Berkeley 518 ; North 
Caralina State University 510; 
Texas A. and M. University 497; 
University of Minnesota 494. 
Highest engineering 
enmllments were reported by : 
Purdue University 6409; 
Pennsylvania State University 
5468 ; Texas A. and M. 
Un! verslty 4~~O; universlly 01 
lllinois 4636; Georgia Institute 
of Technology 4367; Iowa State 
University 4050 ; University of 
Texas, Austin 3481 ; University 
of Michigan 3452; Virginia 
Polytechnic Institute and State 
University 3350; North Carolina 
State University 3105; Ohio 
State University 3104; 
University of Puerto Rico 3038; 
University of Missouri-Rolla 
3019. 
Blue Key Encourages 
Energy Conservation 
The special projects com-
mittee of the Blue Key National 
Honorary Fraternity on the 
UMR campus has designed a 
new contest to get UMR Miners 
to think energy conservation. 
Blue Key proposes to do this by 
offering four cash prizes for the 
most realistic and economically 
feasible energy conservation 
idea that can be put to use at 
UMR. 
The guidelines for the contest 
are as follows: 
1) All entrants must be part-
or full-time students enrolled at 
UMR. 
2) The energy conservation 
ideas will be judged by a panel 
consisting of representatives 
from UMR's Educational and 
Administrative Staff. 
3) All entries will become 
property of UMR. 
4) Ideas will be judged on 
originality, applicability, cost 
effectiveness, and clarity and 
thoroughness of presentation. 
5) Prizes will be awarded as 
follows : 
1st - $200.00 
2nd - $150,00 
3rd - $100.00 
4th - $50.00 
6) The contest will officially 
begin November 15, 1977 and 
end January 15, 1978. All win-
ners will be notified by 
February 15, 1978. 
7) The decision of the judges 
will be final . 
All entries should be mailed to 
Blue Key, P .O. Box 1331, Rolla , 
Missouri. Everyone get energy· 
conscious and submit your 
ideas for judging. Good luck 
Miners! 
Sullboard 
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ST. PAT·S ... 
Campus sales are now going on in the University 
Center from 8: 30 till 3 :30 every weekday . 
IEEE 
IEEE is sponsoring a tour of the McDonnell Douglas 
Facilities in St. Louis to take place on Thursday, Nov. 
10. The tour. which Includes the flight production line. 
leaves at 9:30 a.m. and has a maximum of 40 soaces 
available on a first come, first served basis. Those i~. 
terested in attending can sign up between now and 
Monday in the lobby of the EE Bldg_ 
AIChE 
The next regular meeting of AI ChE. will be 
November 9 at 7 :00 p.m . In Room G-6 of the Chemistry 
bu i lding. The chapter will hold election of officers. All 
members are urged to come. Refreshments will be 
served afterwards. 
ORDER OF ENGINEER 
Engineering graduates and prospective graduates 
are cordially invited to join "The Order of the 
Engineer." 
You may choose 10 partiCipate in either of the two 
ceremonies which will be held Wednesday, November 9 
and Thursday, November 10, 1917, in the Mark Twain 
Room of the University Center It 4:00 p.m . 
There is no cost to participate in the ceremony and 
receive the printed creed 10 sign. Should you desire to 
wear the stainless steel ring as a symbol of the order, 
the cost is 55.00 (most do). 
Rings may be purchased ahead of time In the School 
of Engineering Dean's Office, 101 Engineering 
Research Laboratory . Please go there and order your 
ring as soon as possible . Any questions can be answered 
there also. 
BLUE KEY 
The first Blue Key leadership forum for this year. will 
be held November 12th. Any non-affllllted Independent 
that wants to go. contact Brendl Ellerbrlke at 341-4987. 
The first six applicants will be accepted. This Is a good 
opportunity to learn Ind enhance your leadership 
knowledge and ability. For further info. can Brenda. 
ALL ORGANIZATIONS 
To get your picture In the Roillmo Yearbook you 
must set up an appointment with Kay Spaunhurst, 
Organizations Editor. Phone 341-3851. 
EARLY COMMISSIONING NOW 
AVAILABLE FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS 
The Deputy Chief of St." for Personnel. Deplrtment 
of the Army has just announced thlt college students 
who complete the Advlnced ROTC requirements un be 
. 'flely commissioned IS officers Ind partiCipate 
.-r_ dctlve Reserves or Natlonll Guard while stili a 
college student. Previously. students who hId com-
pleted their ROTC requirements could not be com-
missioned until college grlduatlon. 
This offers a financial advant.ge to those students 
who complete their ROTC requirements prior to 
graduation. All students will receive $100 per month 
subsistance allowance during the lIst two years ' of 
ROTC participation. Those who complete Idvlnced 
ROTC but have not completed their degree 
requirements can now be commiss'ioned In the Reserves 
or National Guard. partiCipate In their monthly drills. 
and receive an extra 5100 or more per month while 
finishing college. 
This new pol icy is most advantageous for college 
students who are veterans or who have had three or 
more years of Junior ROTC while In high school. 
These students can immediately enroll In Advanced 
ROTC and receive $100 per month their first two years 
of college. They then can be commissioned and receive 
pay as an officer in the US Army Reserve or National 
Guard their remaining years In college. 
Students who are inte rested In this program should 
contact MAJ Harris Flanagin. Military Science 
Department. Bldg T-2. University of Missouri-Rolla. 
Telephone: 341-4741 or 341-4744. 
GDI MEETING 
GD I will hold a general membership meeting tonight 
(Nov . 3) at 7:00 p.m. In Room 114 C.E. This Is an Im-
portant meetir,. and all members are asked to attend. 
Refreshments will be served afterward. 
COME PARTY WITH GDI 
GDI presents a GOOD TIME this SaturdlY night. with 
its first Party of the year. The good time will feature 
your favorite refreshments in great quantities, a'iong 
with dancing to the latest hit tunes. The music and fun 
begins at 8:00 p.m .• Nov_ 5 at Tech-Engine Club. Come 
on out! 
FREE MOVIE 
On Thursday. November 3 at 7:30 p.m. In the ME 
Auditorium. "Triumph of the Well" will be shown. This 
film directed by Lenl RIelenstlhl In 1936 was com-
missioned by Hitler to record the Sixth Annual Party 
Congress in Nuremberg. It Is a monument of 
propaganda. a document of the time that exposes the 
psychology of the Third Reich. FREE. 
TAU BETA PI MEETING 
Nomination of officers for the Spring Semester will be 
held at the Tau Beta Pi meeting on Tuesday, November 
8, at 1 :00 p.m. in G·S, H·SS. Refreshments will be ser· 
ved . 
PRE -GAME LUNCHEON 
A pre·game luncheon for MSM·UMR alumni and 
friends has been scheduled Saturday, Nov. 12, at the 
Howard Johnson Motel in Cape Girardeau prior to the 
football game between the University of Missouri· Rolla 
and Southeast Missouri State University. 
Social hour and buffet luncheon will be helil at 
poolside beginning at 11 :30 a.m . Bus transportation to 
the Miner·lndian game and back to the motel will be 
furnished. 
Cost is 54 per person and reservations should be made 




There will be a meeting of the Intercollegllte Knights 
on Thursday. November 3.1977 al7:00 p.m . In the Mark 
Twain Room. All Knights please be present to sign 
plaques for pages . 
STUDENTS. FACULTY & STAFF 
We would like to invite you to a program presented by 
the Venezuelan Student Assoclltlon and the In-
ternational Club, at 7:00 p.m., Nov. 4, in room 104 
Mechanical Engineering . 
At this meeting we will present two films: TH E 
YOUNG VENEZUELA and CARACAS . Both are In 
English. Each film lasts 15 minutes and show our 
people, potential future, educational programs, etc. 
In addition to the films you w i ll have the opportunity 
to learn samples of Venezuelan music, see our native 
dances, and meet the Venezuelan Consul from New 
Orleans who will be our guest. 
We are looking forward to seeing you there. There is 
no charge. All are welcome. 
BETTER ERECTIONS 
To get your Structural Engineers Make Better 
Erections shirt, call or stop by the AEPI House on 
Fra ternity Dr . Prices range from $4.SO to $5.50. 
ASTRONOMY GROU P - SOC I ETY 
OF PHYSICS STUDENTS 
A joint meeting will be held at 7 :00 p.m .• Thursday. 
November 3. in Room 104 of the PhysiCS Building. 
Business of the SPS and Astronomy Group will be 
discussed. Speaker ior the evening will be Dr. J .H. 
Senne. who will discuss and show slides on the subject of 
Grazing Occultations. These events occur when the 
edge of the moon passes in front of a star, giving 
valuable information on the orbit and geogrlphy of the 
moon. 
Ali UMR students are cordlllly Invited to Ittend. 
MATES 
The Association of Married Students. MATES. will 
hold their November meeting on Nov. 7. at 7:00 p.m. In 
Room 105 E.E . Plans for our Progressive Dinner Ind 
sports activities will be discussed. A blbyslnlng room 
and refreshments will be available. 
UGLY MAN DISCO 
There will be an Ugly Man Disco at the Alphl Epsilon 
Pi fraternity on Friday. November 4. st .. tlng It 9:00 
p.m . Your favorite beverages - 2S to 60 cents a draw. 
All proceeds will go to Theta Tau Ugly Man. 
STUDENT UNION BOARD 
There will be a foosbln tournament stlrtlng on 
Monday. Nov_ 21. Sign-ups st .. t on Nov. 7 In the 
University Center. It will be a best 2 out of 3 doubles 
competition. 
CANOE RACE 
Saturday. Nov. 12. SUB is presenting a clnoe rIce. 
The race will be held at the Jerome Exit on the 
Gasconade. Sign-up at 216 Old Student Union or T-9_ 
There will be an entry fee of $1 and equipment will be 
provided. First place will be awarded a traveling 
trophy. Sign-ups end Nov. 5_ 
COFFEEHOUSE WITH JOHN BIGGS 
Student Union Board will present John Biggs at the 
University Center-Cafeteria at8:00 p.m . Saturday, Nov. 
12. Free with valid UMR I.D. The music will be folk and 
blue grass. 
WATER COLOR 
Bill McFarland will give a presentation of water color 
painting on Thursday, Nov. 10, at 1: 30 p.m. in the Mark 
:~~~nnt~yo:~i~~ :h~o~r'!~V~~~i~~e c~~r:~rs't~Fi~~:~:id~ 
in water color painting. The presentation is sponsored 
by SUB. 
BILLIARDS 
Monday. Nov. 14. will be the starting of the UMR 
Billiards Tournament. Sign·up in the Student Un'ion 
from Oct. 31-Nov. 10. Trophies will be awarded for the 
1st and 2nd places in this single elimination tourney. 
Each match will be the best 2 out of 3 games of eight 
ball. 
UMRSCC 
The Road America mini Can·Am Autocross will be 
presented by the UMR Sports Car Club this Sunday. 
November 6. and will be held at Wal-Mart parking lot. 
located on 63 South. The autocross will be started at 
12:30 p.m . so everypne w ishing to partiCipate should be 
there before 12 :30 p.m . This will be the last autorcross 
of the fall semester, so everyone wishing to run is urged 
to come out. 
REFERENDUM 
The Student Council will hold a referendum the week 
of November 14-18. Some of the subjects to be on the 
referendum Include beHer lighting around the campus, 
the Student Union's check-cashing charge, and the fee 
increase scheduled to take effect In the Fall of 1978. 
Students may receive referendums either from their 
Student Council representative or In the new Student 
Union on Wednesday and Thursday. the 16th and 17th of 
November. 
ATTENTION UMR COEDSIII 
Have you ever wanted to travel to strange places -
meet new exciting people - have a chance 10 prolect 
your personality in front of a crowd. If so, an Interesting 
and exciting opportunity awaits you. If you would like 
more information about basketball cheer leading fill 
out the form below and turn into Student Council Office 
by Mon ,. Nov. 1. 
NAME 
ADDRESS 
UMR Amateur Radio Club WOEEE Is holding a very PHONE 
important meeting this Wednesday. October 26 at 6:30. 
II will be held at the shack (northwest basement of the 
Rolla Bldg . ) for the demonstrations and then hold a 
business meeting. CLASS LEVEL 
AIAA 
Thursday, November 10, the American Institute of 
Aeronautics and Astronautics will have It's monthly 
meeting in the Physics Auditorium. Room 104. On the 
program, is Mr. Curtis Grewlng, UMR graduate, of 
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company, here to 
discuss the Harpoon Air-to-Surflce Missile being 
developed for the U.S. Navy. The public Is Invited to 
hear this program at 7: 00 p.m. In the Physics 
Au~itorium, R~m } 04. 
. . ., 
There will be a meeting on Tuesday, Nov. 8th at 8: 30 in 
I the Mark Twain Room, University Center to discuss this exciting future. Refreshments will be served and all I questions w ill be answered. For more information look I for posters on campus or contact Student Council Office. L ____________________ , 
BUSCH ON TAP 
Hours: 5-1:30 Mon.-Sat. 
Open Fri. Afternoon 1:30 
Shaft 
1107 Pine 364-4334 
: ~~~~~~~~ ~~------~---------~------~ DELICIOUS I HWY. 63 S. I MEXICO ~ MEXICAN I ROLLA I CITY 




Shows 7:00 & 9:00 
It's Back In Town! 
-fB-'1EWS 
TIlE BAD IIEWS IIEARS AIlE _ YW 
Burt Reynolds 
!iilily lField 
Jerry Reed ard 
IllJUI MII_ YW WILlIR. 
Jackie Gleason 
-~ 
WANT TO STAY FIT 
AND TRIM UNTIL 
SPRING? 
Kenmark's Has All 
That You Need 
Jump ropes , weights, 
exercise wheels, chest pulls , 
hand grips, chest-o-flexes 
and exe-gems. 
KEN MARK'S HELPS TO 
KEEP THAT SUMMER 
SHAPE 
Kenmark Sporting Goods 
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Boyer From Beta Sig 
Freshman Of The Year 
By MARILYN KOLBET 
Roger Boyer was named 
freshman of the year by Theta 
Tau Omega last week. The 
award was given on the basis of 
his achievements last year. 
Majoring in nuclear 
engineering, Roger achieved a 
2.4 grade point average. 
However, Theta Tau was more 
concerned with his campus 
activities. 
"We don't really get into the 
subject of grade point when 
we're deciding," explained 
Randy White, Theta Tau 
president. "We are more 
concerned with finding 'people 
who are interested in getting out 
and involved." 
As Beta Sigma Psi's pledge 
class president, Roger was 
involved in other activities in 
the house such as assistant 
house project chairman and 
Greek Week booth co-chairman. 
He also participated in a variety 
of intramurals and joined Circle 
K and the American Nuclear 
Engineering Society. In Circle 
K he was secretary~lect and 
membership chairman. 
All of his campus 
organizations and activities 
were listed on his application 
along with his name, grade 
point and major. Theta Tau 
started accepting applications 
four weeks ago. The decision, 
announced October 26, was 
made by the whole Theta Tau 
organization. 
Roger heard about the award 
over the radio and was en-
couraged by a friend to apply. 
I "I have always been involved 
in organizations and activities 
in the community since 1 was in 
eighth grade and then in high 
school," stated Roger . "Most of 
them were service-oriented 
organizations in high school." 
Roger added, "I became 
involved because there are 
things to learn from being in-
volved in the different 
organizations. Also I get to meet 
more people this way." 
This year he has joined one 
more organization and is still 
involved in committee work In 
the organizations he joined last 
year. 
Why does Theta Tau give a 
fresbman-of-the-year award? 
President Randy White ex-
plains : "The main purpose is to 
pick someone who has gone out 
of his way to get out and in-
volved on campus." 
/ 
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Roger Boyer from Beta Sigma Psi, Freshman of the Year. 
(Photo by Richardson) 
Bill To Sponsor 
Potentail Grants 
CMinerNews ) 
By MICHELLE HALL 'rhe area of impact will be 
distributed between the interior 
regions of the state and urban 
areas. 
Regional Meeting Held 
There is a bill pending in the 
U.S: Congress, the Missouri FY 
78 State Plan for Title I of the 
Higher Education Act of 1965, 
which if passed would provide 
potential grant opportunities 
under Title I (Higher Educalion 
Act of 1965 Amended) . 
Programs to be supported 
under these grants would in-
clude community service ac-
tivities , continuing education 
programs, and planning for 
resource materials sharing. 
In the continuing education 
programs ·the target groups will 
be the same as those for com-
munity service programs. 
Planned acti vities for 
Resource Material~ Sharing 
include organization of the 
divisions own Title I materials 
library within. the existing 
administrative budget. The 
division will also establish 
relations with the Coordination 
Board of Higher Education as 
well as the metropolitan and 
regional organizations. The 
purpose of these relationships 
will be ' to identify potential 
program areas for the division. 
SOURCE: OPI 
Approximately 500 chemist, 
chemical engineers and 
scientists in related fields are 
expected to attend the 13th 
Midwest regional meeting of the 
American Chemical Society 
(ACS) Nov. 3-4 at the University 
of Missouri-Rolla. 
Nationally, ACS has more 
than 100,000 members. Mem-
bership in the Midwest region 
which is made up of chapters in 
seven states (Arkansas, 
Colorado, Illinois, Iowa, 
Kansas, Missouri and 
Nebraska) totals more than 
7,000. 
Under community service 
activities problem categories 
such as aging, cultural 
development, economic 
development, energy, housing, 
public, management, social 
services and environment, will 
be given top consideration. Out of the total budget the Presentation of about 130 
The principal target groups 
of community service programs 
will be local government of-
ficials and employees, local 
Boards and Authorities, and 
community improvement 
organizations. 
community service division will technical papers has been 
receive sixty per cent, while the scheduled for the meeting. The 
Di vision of Continuing participants will be able to 
Education receives thirty per listen to the reports of results of 
cent and the Division of Plan- research being done in the 
Ding for Resource Materials following areas: analytical and 
will receive ten per cent. environmental, inorganic, 
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organic and physical 
chemistry, biochemistry and 
medicinal chemistry, chemical 
education and poster sessions. 
In addition, symposia will be 
held on "Association Complexes 
in Solution," "Liquid Crystals 
and Stability of Disperse 
Systems," "Chemistry .and 
Mental Functions" and the 
"Special Symposium on 
Nuclear Geochemistry" held in 
honor of the meeting's awardee, 
Dr. Paul K. Kuroda. 
One of the papers to be 
presented - expected to be of 
interest to many of the par-
tiCipants - is the result of 
research done at UMR's 
Graduate Cener for Materials 
Research. Rare earth alloys, 
particularly SmC05 and YC05, 
are of great interest ' to the 
manufacturers and users of 
permanent magnets, Although 
yttirum has always been 
assumed to be non-magnetic, it 
was believed that yttrium played 
a significant role in the 
magnetic properties. Univer-
sity researchers K. Hardman. 
graduate student; Dr. W.J. 
James, professor of chemistry 
and senior investigator for 
materials research ; and W. 
Yelon of the University 
Research Reactor in Columbia, 
report the first experimental 
evidence for a magnetic 
moment on the 'yttrium atom. 
Their neutron diffraction 
studies confirm the theoretical 
predictions of researchers in 
the chemistry department at 
the University of Pittsburgh . 
These results, which for the 
first time reveal the role of 
yttrium in affecting the 
magnetic properties, should 
assist in the development of 
better permanent magnetics. 
The meeting is an extension 
activity of UMR's chemistry 
department and is co-sponsored 
by ACS and the St. Louis section 
of ACS. General co-chairmen 
are Drs. D. Vincent Roach and 
Samir B. Hanna, professors of 
chemistry at UMR. 
Conroy Performs 
SOURCE: OPI 
Jack Conroy, author, editor, 
critic and humorist from 
Moberly, will lecture twice at 
the University of Missouri-Rolla 
Tuesday, Nov.8. 
Conroy is classified in a New 
York Times review along with 
Mark Twain, Sherwood 
Anderson and Ernest 
Hemingway as one of a line of 
"Great Inland Prose Pilots." 
He will speak first as guest 
lecturer in the series "An 
Appreciation of the Arts of 
Missouri." The lecture begins 
at noon in Centennial Hall 
University Center East. Hi~ 
topic on this occasion is 
"Personal Reminiscences and 
Anecdotes." 
At 3:30 p.m. the same af-
ternoo.n he will speak on "Early 
Mining Days in Randolph 
County" in Room 107 Mining 
Building. 
Conroy was born in 1899 in 
Monkey Nest Coal Camp in 
Randolph County. After a 
distinguished career as an 
author, he has retired to a home 
in Moberly, the Randolph 
County seat. 
His best known book, "The 
Disinherited, " was first 
published in 1933. It is a graphic 
account of a. Missouri boy's 
experiences during the 
depression with emphasis on 
working class life. 
Conroy has written other 
books - among them "A World 
to Win" and "They Seek A City" 
- several shorter pieces and 
juvenile stories. He served 
several years as editor of 
literary magazines which 
published material from then 
little known writers such as 
Richard Wright and Frank 
Yearby and early writings of 
Erskine Caldwell , Kenneth 
Patchen, Karl Shapiro, Nelson 
Algren 'and Benjamin Appel. 
From 1947 to 1966 he was senior 
editor of New Standard en-
cyclopedia. 
Conroy 's appearance on 
campus is sponsored jointly by 
UMR's humanities department 
and the department of mining, 
petroleum and geological 
engineering. He was scheduled 
to lecture at UMR last spring 
but had to postpone until this 
date because of illness in the 
family. 
Both lectures are open to the 





900 Pine 110 . Mo. 364-1248 
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Pat, tn.DI, ..... FIItln 
Giv .. advice on aU Affairs of Life, Business, marriqe, and .Courtship. 
Typical coeds and their dates? No, it's Just some of our better-costumed Miners who 
celebrated Halloween last weekend .. Of all the Halloween parties, all were well attended 
with costumes :hat showed originality and hard work. Darth Vader was the most popular 
"person" winning best-dressed at De!ta Tau Delta and Sigma Phi Epsilon. 
No problem she cannot help you solve. You owe it to younoelf and your 
family to ..., this gifted Palm Reader. You have seen the rest. .. Now 
Come See The Reo!.! 
Madam Mary Is permanently located in her own home at 1110 
Kinashighway, RoU., Mo. See her sian (in front of her horne) that'hows 
a Large Red Palm. 
Open 7 days every week. Hours 8 A.M . to II P.M. 
No Appointment Necessary. All Are Welcome 
Come In TODAY ... Youll Be Glad! (Photo by H. Burford) 
1110 Kingshighway (2 Doors From McDonald's) 
COME IN TODAY AND HAVE YOUR FORTUNE TOLD 
FULL LIFE READING. . . . S5 (With This Coupon) 
Halloween Spirits 0000000000·0000000000000000000000 
By ED LATIMER 
With Halloween just over, 
I've been hearing a lot of talk 
about how much it's changed, 
how it wasn 't so much fun 
anymore, how it was a time for 
delinquents to roam , etc. Nlost 
people hear these things and 
SIi¥, "¥eah, it's changed quite a 
bit," without stopping to think 
about it. 
Granted, there have been a lot 
of changes in the basic Trick or 
Treat policy . Now the mothers 
don 't feel safe to send out their 
little children alone and walk 
with them because of all the 
kidnappings and molestings. 
Now every item received at a 
house must be inspected before 
consumption because of the 
razor blades in apples, sour 
-candy, etc. Now all children 
must quit Tricking and Treating 
earlier in the night because of 
the vandals and trouble-makers 
that come out later in the 
evening. And so what if some 
grocery stores have sales on 
eggs and toilet paper one week 
before Halloween, and as a 
result many people spend Nov . 1 
cleaning up their yard and 
house (one person even started 
selling " TP Insurance" 
Halloween night to homes) ? 
And so what if the kids start 
getting a little more daring like 
the one goblin who came up to 
our frat. house and said: 
Trick or Treat , 
Trick or Treat; 
Give me something 
Good to eat. 
'Cause if you don 't, 
I'll be a louse ; 
And I'll come back 
To egg your house. 
And so what if parents won't 
leave their house Halloween 
night, afraid of what might 
happen to it? Does this mean 
the spirit and fun have gone 
completely out of Halloween? 
Or are these just changes that 
Change In TilTJe 
SOURCE:OPI 
With the change to standard 
time, viewing hours at the 
weekly open house at the 
University of Missouri-Rolla 
Observatory have been moved 
ahead one hour to 7 to 9 p.m. 
each Friday evening . 
Student members of the UMR _ 
Astronomy Club invite the 
public to come take a look at the 
night sky on Nov . 4, 11 and 18 
(no viewing session on Nov . 25 
because of Thanksgiving 
vacation ). 
According to the group's 
president, David Lanteigne, 
there are several obje-cts of 
interest to see in November . 
They include the planet Jupiter 
and its four major moons, the 
Andromeda galaxy and its 
companion galaxies, the Ring 
Nebula in Lyr/l and several star 
clusters and binary star 
systems. The moon will be visible 
during the viewing session on the 
18th. Club members will be on 
hand to assist visitors with the 
telescopes and other equipment 
and to discuss the sky objects. 
Earlier viewing hours should 
be more convenient for younger 
children, but · those under 12 
must be accompanied by an 
adult. 
The observatory is located on 
a parking lot at the northwest 
corner of the campus. The 
Friday open house is for the 
public - with no admission 




Hwy. 63 and Hwy. 72 
occur because of the changing 
times? 
Friday night as I watched the 
beaming faces of children at the 
IK Halloween Party , and 
Monday night as I gave out 
candy to little children whose 
smiles glowed from underneath 
masks, I found the answer. 
lENO'S MOTEL 
STEAK HOUSE 








McDONNELL DOUGLAS - ST. LOUIS, 
THE LEADING AEROSPACE CORPORATION, 
IS HAVING AN "OPEN HOUSE" 
FOR ENGINEERS INTERESTED IN LEARNING 
MORE ABOUT JOB OPPORTUNITIES 
• Talk with recent engineering graduates presently 
working with McDonnell Douglas 
• Refreshments 
• Movie - Fighter & Commercial Aircraft, 
Spacecraft, Missile Programs 
• Brocht,lres of all aerospace programs 
7:00 to 9:00 PM 
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 8th 
o 
Thursday, November 3, 1977 MISSOURI MIN·ER 
The Devil's Adversary 
What's In A Gift 
By MARK MARIKOS 
What is your reaction when 
someone gives you an unex-
pected gift? If you are like' most 
people, you are thankful, yet 
curious as to the reason for the 
gift. It's a natural reaction 
because we have been con-
ditioned to give gifts only in 
reward of some achievement, 
or to secure favor (or favors). 
What if the giver of the gift says 
that the only reason for the gift 
is simply that he wants you to 
have it. Most of us would be 
immediately suspicious -
"What could be his motive?" 
It becomes obvious that there 
is a difference between a 
reward or bribe and a gift. The 
giver may even say that you 
don't deserve it but he is going 
to give it to you despite that 
fact. That certainly eliminates 
the possibility of it being a 
reward. He may also say that 
there is nothing that you can 
give him that he needs or wants 
- can it then be a bribe? There 
is only one possibility left - that 
it is a gift given merely out of 
generosity. 
In the Bible there is a word 
that is used with that meaning 
- the word "grace" . The word 
grace implies an unmerited 
favor. In the last article we saw 
that man definitely has not 
pleased God, but has disobeyed 
Him. We also know from the 
Bible that God is the creator of 
the universe. Surely we have 
nothing that He needs; anything 
we have is already His . 
Therefore there would be no 
reason to reward us or to bribe 
us, yet he still gives us His gift 
of grace. 
Why does God, in His infinite 
wisdom and Knowledge, do 
something that seems so 
completely illogical? First we 
must recognize the difference 
between human logic and God's 
logic . Human logic is based on 
what we can gain by doing 
something, or on our nature. 
God's logic is based on His 
nature - namely that He is a 
just and loving God. He knows 
that because we have been 
disobedient, that we are 
deserving only of death. He 
demands justice. Yet He loves 
us so much that He made the 
sacrifice needed to pay that 
penalty so that we would not 
have to. He has given us the 
grace gift of life, when all that 
we deserved was death . 
Like any other gift it can do us 
no good unless we accept it. Let 
us say that a rich relative gave 
you a checkbook and told you to 
write as many checks as you 
wanted for any amount and that 
he would cover all of them. If 
you did not believe him and 
refused to write any checks on 
that account the gift would do 
you no good. The account would 
still be in your name yet 
because of your refusal to draw 
upon it you. would render it 
useless. God's grace is like that. 
H was given nearly two 
thousand years ago when Jesus 
of Nazareth died on the cross in 
your place and arose to conquer 
death. You now have the choice 
to accept or reject the gift. I 
hope that you have or will 
choose to draw upon that ac-
count of righteousness that He 
has given to you. I hope that you 
will write a check for life 
eternal. 
Film Winners Available 
Through Bell Systems 
The winning films in the 
Academy of Motion Picture 
Arts and Sciences 1977 Student 
Film Award Program are now 
available free of charge from 
Bell Telephone Companies or 
the American Telephone and 
Telegraph Company for 
showing at universities and 
colleges. The four year old 
program of the Academy of 
Motion Picture Arts and 
Sciences and the Academy 
Foundation was established to 
recognize the top creative talent 
among the country's every-
growing body of student film-
makers. The program has been 
co-sponsored by American 
Telephone and Telegraph 
Company for the past three 
years. 
The program is designed to be 
shown to campus-wide 
audiences through the spon-
sorship of either student 
organizations or departments of 
film and-or communications. A 
Bell System speaker is usually 
available to accompany the film 
and answer questions about the 
contest and programs. 
This year films in four 
categories were honored. Carol 
Dysinger of New York 
University won the Dramatic 
Achievement Award for her 
film " Sixteen Down" , con-
cerned with the growing pains 
of a young girl coming to grips 
with broken home. Ms. 
Dysi nger and the other three 
Achievement Award winners -
Frank H. Binney of the 
University of Texas at Austin 
for his documentary "The Last 
of the Little Breweries", Phillip 
W. Pura of Boston University 
for his experimental film 
"TRANSCENdllnce", and Paul 
Demeyer of the California 
Institute of the Arts for his 
animated film "The Muse" -
all received $1,000 each and a 
special trophy, plus the op-
portunity to have their winning 
films included in a special 
presentation that AT&T will 
present free of charge on college 
campuses across the country in 
the fall. A fifth winner in this 
year's competition , Rob 
Williams of Western States 
Film Institute-Metropolitan 
College, won a $500 Merit 
Award for his documentary 
"Guitar Craft" . 
Requests for the film, which 
are printed on two reels with a 
running time of 72 minutes , 
should be made by writing 
Student Film Awards, England 
Strohl AsSOCiates, Room 507,133 
East 58th Street, New York, 
New York, 10022 or by con-
tacting the public relations 
department of the local Bell 
Telephone Company . 
.HOOK AUTO SUPPLY 
Auto Parts-Accessories-Speed Equipment 
Discount Prices To All 
513 Hwy. 63 S. Rolla, Mo. 364-5252 
~ ............................ ~ 
• Science Fictions, Fictions, Non Fictions, Novels, Westerns, • 
: Mysteries. Magazines. New Books At Used Prices. : 
: HAROLD'S USED BOOK STORE : 
• 409 Oak Street Rolla, Mo. 364·4236 • 
1 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• j 
.... 
Christopher Jewelers 
805 Pine Rolla, Mo. 364-2264 
DISCO 
Thursday Nite is Student Nite 
9:30 to 1:30 
THE GAS HOUSE 
1435 Hauck Drive Forum II 
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flower arranging was the subject of last week's 
SUB Workshop. Many different greens and florals were 
combined in traditional Far-East fashion. 
<photo by H. Burford>. 
r--~---10% 
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,2: Pipes WateJ:b~ n 
o Papers Incense 0 -~ , C 
::l Posters Jewelry ." 
o Wall Hangings Blacklights ~ ~ T-Shirts Miscellaneous I I I I located in Bobby's Shopping Center on the I 
Ft. Wood Spur just off of 1·44 in St. Robert, I I Mo. This coupon good for 10% off on any I purchase of $5.00 or mor~. Coupon expires I I November 10, 1977. I 
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Phobia Phollies 
By DEBBIE MEISTER 
The National Challenge, 
appearing weekly in the St. 
Louis Post-Dispatch, challenges 
the readers to a new contest 
each week. One such National 
Challenge was "to invent an 
unusual phobia." 
First prize went to Stephen 
Schuck, Wheaton, Md. for his 
unusual Ritphobia: fear of 
dyeing; and also to Farrah-
phobia: fear of acting from 
Mark Cozenza, North River-
side, Ill. Second prize, for 
vwlphb: fear of vowels, went to 
Noreen Principe, Springfield, 
Mass. and to Tim Philibosian 
from Denver for the unusual 
Philibosianphobia: fear of 
seeing my name in print. 
Attending UMR is apt to 
subject certain individuals to all 
(, Ediletters ') 
STATEMENT OF POLICY 
The opinions expressed herein do not necessarily represent 
the opinions or policies of THE MISSOURI MINER. The 
"EdileHers" section is the sanctuary of the general public. 
All letters submitted will, as in the past,be printed in the 
unaltered and original form when space in this newspaper 
permits. 
Editorial Rebuttal 
To the Edi tor: 
In the October 20th issue of 
the Missouri Miner, Features 
Editor , Brian Kavanaugh 
raised several points con-
cerning the procedures of 
selecting a Bcmeco;-uillg Queen 
1.:>r UMR. 
The Student Union Board 
would like to take this op-
portunity to clarify and correct 
some of Mr. Kavanaugh's 
statements. 
The policy of having only a 
UMR student as a Homecoming 
Queen candidate did not 
,mystically appear. The matter 
was discussed at length in 
committee for several weeks. It 
was brought up before the SUB 
officers and directors in 
November as well as discussed 
in all the committees, and the 
board decided that this decision, 
being part of the Homecoming 
Festi vities could best be 
decided in the Special Events 
Committee. It was at this same 
meeting that a question con-
cerning this issue was proposed 
for the Fall '76 Student Survey. 
The results of this survey, 
handed out in late January 
showed that 42.9 per cent of the 
students who returned these 
questionnaires (a mere 301) 
were in favor of a UMR student 
being Homecoming Queen and 
6.3 per cent giving no reply at 
all. 
It was not until two weeks 
later that the Special Events 
Committee actually made the 
final decision on this matt~r. 
With 90 per cent of the Com-
mittee present (at the lime, 
Special Events was the second 
largest committee in SUB), a 
motion was overwhelmingly 
passed to restrict the con-
didates for Homecoming Queen 
to UMR students. 
It is not now, or never has 
been, the policy of the Student 
Union Board to bring any of it's 
programming decisions "to a 
general student vote." Student 
opinion is solicited through 
questionnaires and all students 
are invited and encouraged to 
join SUB. Applications are 
available at the candy counter 
and in the SUB office, 217-218 
Old Student Union. 
Hopefully, this will clear up 
any misunderstandings 
students have concerning the 
procedure in arriving at the 
decision to have a UMR student 
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Many athletic teams 
representing UMR do not get the 
recognition that the larger 
sports do. One of these is the 
women's volleyball team. I 
would like to take this op-
portunity to express my ap-
preciation to the members of 
UMR's volleyball team. 
No, they did not win enough 
games to go to the state tour-
nament but no other team in the 
state has only 6 players. The 
promise the team showed at the 
beginning of the year was 
lessened by the loss of some 
players who had made the 
team. This made it all the more 
difficult for the remaining 6 
players. Yet with this setback 
they went on to put on a good 
showing for the rest of the 
season. 
A particular note of thanks to 
one of the main cogs in the 
machine, Joy Ewens. Joy has 
spent much of her time and 
energy representing UMR on 
women's varsity teams. Joy is 
an excellent volleyball player 
who at the end of this 
volleyball season has come to 
the end of her outstanding 
collegiate athletic' career. 
All 6 players ha ve put a lot of 
time and effort into the 
volleyball team since early in 
the semester. When you see any 
of the girls on cam pus, let them 
know that their efforts have not 
(cont. on p. 8) 
kinds of new and "unusual 
phobias." The Miner challenges 
YOU, any UMR student, to 
submit your own Miner Phobias 
to the Miner Paper. Bring your 
phobias in an envelope to the 
Miner Office mailbox (T-l), 
addressed to Features Editor, 
by Nov. 10, 1977 and don't forget 
to sign your name, home town 
and major. The best entries will 
be printed in the Miner Paper in 
two weeks. 
To help spark your 
imaginat ion, here are some 
honorable mentions from the St. 
Louis Post-Dispatch National 
Challenge: Antiaphobia: fear of 
fruit - Bob Arrole, Tucson, Ariz. 
Phastphoodphobia: Phear of 
not having it your way - Nancy 
Rosenberg, Springfield, Va. 
Titanicphobia: fear of ice cubes 
- David Stern, Boca Raton, Fla. 
Aphobia: fear of nothing -
James A. Redmond IV, St. 
Louis, Mo. 
Start now and meet this 
challenge with the most 
outrageous phobias you can 
think of. 
Nan Bert and company performing at SUB Coffeehouse last 
Friday. 




---on Professor Emeritus 
By KAREN DOWNER 
No, Professor Emeritus is not 
UMR's new chancellor. 
Professor Emeritus is a 
designation that honors retiring 
members of the faculty. 
According to the rules of the 
uni versity, the title of 
"Professor Emeritus" is 
granted to any member of the 
faculty of regular appointment 
and in full professorial standing 
when he retires. Also, he must 
have been a member of the 
faculty for at least fifteen years, 
or been a full professor for at 
least five years. He must retire 
in good standing, either at the 
age recommended by the Board 
of Curators, or at voluntary 
retirement at or after the age of 
65. 
Other retiring professors who 
aren't covered by the preceding 
rule may be referred by the 
dean of his division. The 
Committee on Honorary 
Degrees screens these referrals 
and may recommend the 
awarding of the emeritus title to 
the Chancellor, who in turn, 
may make a recommendation 
to the President and Board. 
A Professor Emeritus 
remains as a non-voting 
member of the campus faculty, 
and his name appears in the list 
of Officers of Instruction and 
Administration in the university 
catalog. 
Administrative officers may 
be recommended by the 
Chancellor or the President for 
the emeritus title. 
So far in 1977, three 
professors have retired as a 
Professor Emeritus: Wm. 
Webb (Chemistry), J. Johnson 
(Elect. Engineering), and J. 
Brewer (English). Johnson is 
also Dean Emeritus of the 
School of Engineering . Gale 
Bullman, for whom the Multi-
Purpose Building was name<;i, 
was a Professor Emeritus of 
Physical Education. 
So, if there's a professor 
who's been feared in his 
department for years, he will 
still be a member of the faculty 
if he retires a Professor 
Emeritus. 
Talent And · Fashion-
Hand in Hand 
By LINDA MARIE PONZER 
For those of you who missed 
the annual SUB Talent Show 
and Fashion Show last Friday 
night, you missed a real good 
evening of free entertainment. 
The fashion show which is 
usually held on a different 
night, was for the first time held 
during the talent show. It was a 
purely enjoyable presentation 
of today 's fashions. 
The first set of talents per-
formers included three small 
groups. The first one was led by 
Mike Monrotus on the guitar 
and included the voices and 
accompanimentof Karen Eaton, 
Janette Phillips and Tom 
Rosenauer. The group had good 
harmony , but due to difficulties 
with their use of the mikes their 
sounds didn't reach the whole 
audience. Also a bit more 
practice would have enabled the 
singers to Sing without their 
words written on paper. Their, 
almost last song, "For Baby" 
came through extremely well 
and was received with a large 
round of applause. 
The second group during the 
first set consisted of Nanette 
Bert, John Gillespie and John 
Rentz. Starting off with a really 
good version fo a Joan Baez 
song, "Diamonds and Rust," 
this trio went on to perform both 
folksy tunes and blues to show 
their versitality. Nanette's 
voice could only be deSCribed as a 
refreshing break from the 
traditional deep thoated blues 
and country of most of the show. 
While the third group was 
setting up their equi pment, the 
cafeteria was flooded by a 
bunch of transfer students from 
another galaxy. Such figures as 
Darth Fader , Luke Skywalker, 
Death, and other favorites 
came boldly through the 
audience. Following such an 
interesting situation was not an 
easy task , but Bart Smith's 
group carried it off. Bart's 
group consisted of Steve Gwinn 
and Dennis Haley. They per-
formed old country tunes using 
the hammered dulCimer, 
mountain dulcimer, guitar and 
harmonica. 
Between the first and second 
sets the crowd got their first 
(cont. on p. 9 ) 
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HMM! I WO~()E R. 
WHAT ..,£~ D/SCO\lE RIES 
I COUL-l:> M~I<E. TOD~,(? 
.)) " WHAT'S 'nus ~ IT 
- I..OOKS LIKE:. A 
SHCNf:L! 
. . ~ 
CAN WE BUILD 
ONE FOR YOU? 
OLDS CUTlASS FOR '78 
"Special Terms & Prices For Graduating Seniors" 
<a YOUR OlDS, BUICK, AMC/ JEEP DEALER CIM'AIIE ECK MOTOR CO., INC. CUTlASS 500 Hwy. 63 South Rolla, Mo. Open 8 to 8 Sat. Till 4 PM @ 
Engineering Grads 
HEY . .. Did You Miss Sperry 
Flight Systems Division 
When We Were Here? 
If you are interested in an engineering career in R&D, 
electronic design, digital and analog, mechanical design 
and analysis , electromanical control systems, design 
analysis or product development - then we both missed 
out. 
Sperry Flight Systems is a high technology growth leader 
in the development of automatic flight control systems for 
space vehicles and commercial AVIONICS. 
We offer a chance to apply your degree in the field of 
your choice. 
We will be back in the Spring on 
January 23 
Be sure to sign up in the placement olfice, or send your 
resume and unofficial transcript copy to our College 
Relations Coordinator, Kay Knott at: 
...JLSPE~Y 
-,r FLIGHT SYSTEMS 
21l11N 19!hAvenue Phoenix . ArilOna 85027 
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©1977 JOS. SCHLm BREW1NG CO. M1LWAUKEE. W1S 
KNOW WHY DRAUGHT BEER IS SPELLED 
DRAUGHT BEER, INSTEAD OF DRAFT BEER? 
Don't worry. Nobody does. Not even me, your 
Dean of Beer. 
However, I do know that draught beer from 
Schlitz tastes as fresh as any beer can taste . 
Because it's kept icy cold from the time it leav:2s 
our Chill·Lagering cellars to the time it 
reaches you. 
All of which, I think, makes a good 
deal of scents. Cents. Sense. 
SlGLlMDA STElMFUWR, DEAM OF BEER. 
THERE'S JUST ONE WORD 
FOR BEER • 
• AND YOU KNOW It 
To Get The Word At UMR Call Siglinda's Beer Person On Cam us 
Pete Telthorst 364.8115 p 
Page 8 
~ 'f _-"~1. ~) GUllette,s ~ (cont.fromp.6) ~ 
gone in vain and that you ap-
preciate their efforts as a team 
in representing your school. 
Thanks a lot Joy, Dotti, Kelly, 
Mary, Debbie, and Joy. Go get 





Concerning the controversy 
over the Homecoming queen 
candidates, I would like to make 
a few comments on this par-
ticular issue and a few others 
facing SUB. 
As soon as the Special Events 
Committee passed the by-law 
requiring the queen candidate 
to be a UMR coed, the board of 
officers and directors took 
decisive action. After a heated 
debate on the subject at the next 
board meeting, the vote on the 
subject revealed that the board 
wished the by-law to stand as is, 
until such time as the com-
mittee would revise or repeal its 
decision on the candidacy of the 
Homecoming queen. The of-
ficers and directors of SUB 
realized that the decision would 
definitely be unpopular ; 
however , we felt that the 
repercussions of stomping on 
the committees and telling 
them how to run their own 
shows would have even more 
disastrous effects. First of all, 
the shock effect of the ruling 
was such that all of SUB would 
get a boost from the atmosphere 
of controversy. Apathy, it was 
11ODed. concerning all 
Homecoming events would 
vanish; and that is exactly what 
happened this year. UMR had 
one of the best Homecomings 
ever with tremendous student 
input into the events. In fact, the 
Special Events Committee is 
very high in morale due to the 
lack of apathy and large 
amount of controversy. Cer-
tainly this condition will spawn 
more ideas and excitement in 
the committee's future 
leadership. Secondly, if the 
board of officers and directors 
had decided to change the by-
law themselves, a very im-
portant precedent would have 
been set for the future. The 
board could then meddle in the 
affairs of all the committees 
without any regard for their 
membership and valuable 
ideas. I think everyone will 
agree that if someone tells you 
incessantly that what you have 
done is wrong , when itis in your 
opinion, very right; you tend to 
lose interest in that person. 
SUB's officers and directors felt 
that telling the committees 
what they can and cannot do 
will cause the members of that 
committee to just quit in 
disgust. If you feel that may 
have been the best solution, 
think again '! Do you honestly 
think those members would 
promote SUB's best interests? 
Most certainly , they would 
criticize the leadership and 
destroy SUB's credibility as an 
organization that cares about 
building leaders on campus 
and, later, in industry. Also, if 
the present leadership is 
cri ticized, the little man on the 
bottom will feel as if his place in 
the organization is that of peon, 
nothing else. In order for an 
organization to be effective, it 
must promote the individual 
member and, especially, his 
MISSOURI MINER Thursday, November 3, 1977 
deCisions; no matter how un-
popular they may be with the 
rest of the world. 
General Lectures affairs. 
Today, that committee has over 
60 interested members and is 
increasing its programming as 
fast as possible. 
r ----------- ---, 
: Classified Ads I 
Another issue that hasn't 
received as much attention is 
the concerts. Last year, when I 
directed them many people felt 
that we had too much country 
rock. Another feeling of the 
student boqy was that the 
Hamilton, Joe Frank, and 
Dennison concert was a flop due 
to poor management within the 
General Lectures Committee. 
While I won't dwell on those 
subjects as such because they 
are in the past, I will say that 
the board of officers and 
directors had many op-
portunities to interfere in 
~--------------------------~ IWANTED: Males to host bachelorette party. Must be outgoing I 
land have good sense of humor. Send recent photo and vitali 
Istatistics to "Party Information" general delivery. Rolla. By I 
INovember 23. I 
Maybe General Lectures has 
a little more glamour mvol~ed, 
but why couldn't the same thing 
have happened last year when 
there were unpopular decisions 
made by these committees? If 
you feel that an unjust decision 
is being made by an 
organization, join it and make 
the appropriate changes. Don't 






.------COUPON·-----., I . 2 BIG BRAZIERS I 
99~ I n o 
c 
~ 
Expires 11·9·77 0 
Reg. U.S. POI . Off.. 13th & Bishop ~ We Buy & Sell Used Books 
207 W. 11 th In The Thomas Building l Am. D.O. Corp. (e) Copyrighl1977 I Am. D.O . Corp. Rolla, Mo. 
'-------COUPON _____ ..I 
challenge. 
Construct the mystery word in the boxes be-
low. To do this you must fill in the correct miss-
ing letter in each of the words listed in the 
1.CA_ E 
' 2. BE_T 
3. CAL_ 
columns. Then transfer the missing letters to 
the corresponding numbered boxes. Keep 
an eraser handy-it's not as easy as it looks! 
5. P_ AL 
6. BA_ E 
7. BAS_ 
4. BA_ 8. FA_E 
9. WAN _ 
10. FA_ 
11. TRAI _ 
When there's a challenge, 
quality makes the difference. 
We hope you have some fun with the challenge. 
Pabst Blue Ribbon is the Number 1 beer in Milwaukee, 
beer capital of the world . 
That's why we 'd like to offer you another challenge 
-th€ Pabst challenge. Taste and compare Pabst Blue 
Ribbon to any other premium beer. You 'lIlike Pabst 
because Blue Ribbon quality means the best-tasting beer 
you can get. Since 1844 it always has. 
PABST. Since 1844. The quality has always come through. 
PABST BREWING COMPANY , Milwaukee, Wis ., Peoria Heig hts . III. , Newark , N.J ., Los Angeles. Calif. , Pabst, Georgia 
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view of the fashion show. The 
colorful phraseology set a very 
modern, off the cuff air for the 
whole show. The MC for the 
fashion show - . whoever she 
was, had a fantastic sense of 
humor. 
The second set was dominated 
by the presence of Tom Tanner. 
He played first a duo number 
with Janette Phillips, then later 
on a duo with Wink Zachrirz, 
then did a solo spot. Each time 
he pe~formed the audience saw 
a different side of his talent. 
With Janette, he performed soft 
ballads, with Wink he did 
classic "grade B" type material 
and he performed by himself on 
the banjo doing breakdown stuff 
and old country tunes on the 
guitar. 
Also during the second set 
was the performance by Bob 
Berri. He did such tunes as 
"Maggi," "Coming into Los 
Angeles," and "Get Up and 
Go." His best received number 
was the song "Green Stamps," 
the story of a grocery shopper 
who wanted more than 
asperagus tips from the 
produce girl and got just green 
stamps. 
Doing his number also in the 
second set was Ben Smith. He 
presented the audience with a 
different message than most of 
the other acts. He sang of his 
Lord-Jesus Christ. He sang of 
the corruption of Uncle Sam. He 
also sang of Love. Ben involved 
the audience in the song; 
"Simple Song" with the chorus. 
All who listened to Ben's per-
forman!!e were affected by it, 
whether the message struck 
home or his smooth soothing 
voice reached their hearts. 
The second half of the 
Fashion Show now took place, in 
the same colorful, off the cuff 
manner. 
The third and final set con-
sisted of two soloists and one 
duo. The first act was Bob 
Sleffen and friend. Bob excelled 
in bluesy tunes and was pure 
enjoyment with his easy 
listening voice. Bob was joined 
by a friend who helped form this 
talented duo. 
The second act of the last set 
was Brial Heackroth. He per-
formed the songs; "Mr. 
Bojangles," "Long Time Ago" 
and "Diamonds and Rust." 
Brian's voice was very smooth 
and very well received. 
The final act for the evening 
was the solo performance of 
Mike Peterson. Mike had the 
dynamic powerful voice of the 
veteran moodsy singer. He was 




Hey! Que Pasa? Etc. Well, I 
guess if you don 't have anything 
better to do, you might as well 
stick around and read this stuff, 
it beats Math 22. 
As you remember from last 
week's column (YOU DID 
READ LAST WEE,K'S?) I was 
holding forth on the subject of 
concerts and shows, and 
whether or not the show had 
become more important than 
the music. And since there's no 
reason I sbould bring the whole 
mess up if I didn't have an 
ulterior motive in mind, I 
maintain that the show has 
become more important. 
Point: As the show becomes 
more and more involved, it 
takes a more and more com-
plicated lighting system , and a 
more and more complicated 
effects system, etc., etc. In 
other words, the entire 
production ga thers a 
momentum unmatched by 
anything short of a small army . 
The group may have some 
control over the initial con-
ceptions and implementations, 
but, once the tour begins, there 
is no time for modifications, and 
less time for changing the basic 
set. Locked up tight. 
Point: If the non-musical part 
of the show is indeed structured 
and channeled, so that it will 
look tight, then there is by 
necessity, no room for extended 
improvisations by the 
musicians. There simply is no 
room for the indeterminant in 
the modern rock package. If 
you've ever listened to "Live at 
Fillmore East" by the Allman 
Bros" you can see what I'm 
talking about without problems, 
For those of you that can 'l,.. 
Point: Lighting , as the state 
of the art now stands, requires 
an additional member of the 
crew to control on-stage 
illumination from a remote 
position, usually from the sound 
stage in the audience, Unless 
this member is telepathic, or an 
exceptionally gifted musician 
(in which case he certainly 
wouldn 'tbe doinglighting), there 
is no way that he can 
anticipate the actions on stage 
quickly enough to follow ex-
tended soloing and come back 
on the beal. YOU try it some 
time. I have , 
Point: As audio systems 
improve, as discussed last 
week, the listener demands 
better and better presentations, 
in a musical sense. This has led 
to a situation wherein (it is 
written) the audience expects 
the live equivaient of the studio 
version of whatever is being 
played, Witness the "Welcome 
Back My Friends"." LP by 
Emerson, Lake & Palmer. For 
the most part, this album is a 
rehash of EL&P's earlier work. 
'Live' no longer means ' jam-
ming or new interpretations, 
It is this new attitude that 
allows hacks' like Kiss, Angel, 
and others of that ilk, to pass 
themsel ves off as 'hot' rock 
groups, This attitude has 
brought us the 'Illuminated 
Grou Logo', This attitude has 
brought us dry, repeti tious 
concerts like the Yes bash I 
panned two weeks ago. 
The idealistic among us may 
still believe that music is the 
only important thing about 
concerts. The hype continues 
about the musical plaudits for 
bands, past and present. 
Regardless, when I listen to LPs 
like 'Live at the Fillmore East', 
and then to discs recorded live 
and released in the last two 
years, I can only meet with 
disappointment. 
What do I suggest; then? To 
suggest would be aQ attempt at 
control, and that would be 
defeating the original rock 'n' 
roll mystique. 
What do I expect? I can't, or 
won't, say, It's up to the listener 
and concert-goer to say. Is the 
world of Modern Rock Music 
controlled by the Critic and 
Producer? I hope not, but I'm 
increasingly afraid it is. Once 
again, the lure of the fast buck 
is gnawing like a cancer at what 
was once a new and vibrant art 
form. Can the consumer control 
the music market, does the 
consumer have any control over 
the music market? I think not. 
What will be next? Will Disco 
conquer and rule? Will ex-
pediency change the concert 
into a movie? I don't even know 
if the Big Decision has been 
made, much less the answer. In 
five years, I'll know the answer, 
but the question will no longer 
be the same, In the meantime, 
I'll put on a John Coltrane 
album, and ignore the whole 
damn thing, 






Gabel's Jean Shop 
701 Pine Rolla, Mo. 364·7611 
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* * * * * * * * * * * 
One More Time 
What can you say about a perfonner that keeps 
coming back, always attracting an over-eapacity 
crowd, except - he is great. Saturday, November 12, 
will mark the fourth time John Biggs will perfonn at a 
SUB Coffeehouse here at UMR. John made his initial 
professional appearance here at UMR in 1972. He has 
since made three more. He will again entertain the 
students here on the 12th at 8:00 p.m. in the Old 
Student Union Cafeteria. 
John has that rare ability to combine a sweet folksy 
ballad with some hard banjo and guitar picking and 
mixes in the strong clear, heart wanning voice he was 
gifted with. Between songs, John will tell a yarn or 
story from his vast repertoire of them. He has a way of 
wanning up to his audiences and making them feel 
like they are his best friends and that they are just 
sharing in some good times. 
As you can gather by his many retwn 
engagements ... whether in club, coffeehouse or con-
cert ... John Biggs is an entertainer very much this side 
of an en'o able eve . 





609 Rolla St. Rolla 
Tico's Fall Ball 
Bid Weekend Special 
'lAGOS 
4 fop $1.00 
Gala event, full and filling meals, fun and 
friends, all at; 
1011 Kingshighway Rolla, Mo. 
364-5171 
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Defense Leads Miner Rout Of Bearcats 
By BILL FRANK 
Terry Ryan reached the 1000 
yard rushing plateau and the 
Miner defense was awesome as 
UMR trounced the Bearcats of 
Northwest Missouri State 27~ 
Saturday at New Jackling 
Field. Ryan's 124 yard effort on 
28 carries gives him a total of 
1033 yards in eight games. He is 
second in the MlAA only to 
Steve Powell of Northeast. The 
Miner defense harassed Nor-
thwest's quarterbacks all af-
ternoon , sacking them five 
times for 40 yards and in-
tercepting them three times. 
The superb defensive line, led 
by Greg Elzie, Andy Lain, and 
Joe Kinsella, was mainly 
responsible for the heavy pass 
rush and for holding the 
Bearcats to only 134 yards 
rushing. 
This victory gives UMR a 3-1 
MIAA record going into next 
week's contest Saturday at 
home against Washington 
University. The Miners will 
resume conference action on 
November 12 when they travel 
to Cape to battle league-leading 
Southeast Missouri State . 
Southeast upset Kirksville last 
Saturday , 10-0, so the Miners 
are still very much in con-
tention for the crown . Cape will 
take on SMS this weekend, and 
Northeast should have an easy 
time with Central , so Cape will 
probably still be in the lead 
when they host the Miners . 
Northwest will try to improve 
their 1-2-1 record when they host 
Lincoln University. 
The Miners threatened on 
their very firs t possession 
Saturday, but Tom Rosenauer 's 
30-yard field goal attempt sailed 
wide. Rosenauer had a very 
shaky day, missing twice from 
inside the 30. Early in the 
second quarter , the Miners 
needed a 43 yard field goal , so 
they called on kickoff man 
David Weaver, who made good 
with an impressive kick. 
Gary Misak recovered a 
fumble in the first period, one of 
three for Northwest, and gave 
the Miners good field position at 
the Bearcat 40. The Miners 
marched in on eight plays and 
Kenny Vaughn dashed the final 
three yards and the touchdown . 
Rosenauer converted and the 
Miners led 7-0. 
After a good kickoff and 
excellent coverage by the 
kickoff team , the Bearcats were 
Note to nameless 
sports fan 
The predictions offered by 
Brian Edwards are simply his 
personal opinions. If you feel 
your team has been slighted ; 
well - prove it on the field or 
athletic competition- not by 
writing silly letters to the sports 
editor . Brian 's predictions 
won't keep your team from 
winning - nor will they make 
nyone else 's team win. 
forced to start their next series 
from their own 10. The Miners 
defense played it tough again 
and muscled Northwest into 
punting from beneath their own 
goalposts. Craig Heath returned 
it 28 yards to the NWMS 23 yard 
line. Heath had an excellent day 
on returns, totalling 87 yards 
on 4 punt returns, his longest 
being a 58 yarder in the first 
quarter . He also had 22 yards on 
one of the two Northwest 
kickoffs. 
The unstable Miner offense 
could not move the ball and 
Rosenauer missed his second 30 
yard attempt, and the Miners 
didn't capitalize on another 
great set up provided by the 
defense and the specialty 
teams. 
Early in the second quarter, 
UMR 's kickoff man,David 
Weaver , came in to kick a big 43 
yard field goal against a 
varying wind to give the Miners 
a 1(}-0 lead . At the half, the 
Miners still only had the 10 point 
lead, in spite of seemingly 
dominating the first two 
periods. First impressions were 
misleading, however, as UMR 
had only mustered exactly 100 
yards offensively. The specialty 
teams were the only ones to 
come through with any spec-
tacular performances in the 
half. They totalled 123 yards on 
all returns and held Northwest 
to less than 30 yards total. 
While the Bearcats tryed to 
regroup and the Miners sweated 
their 10 point lead, the crowd 
was entertained by the Zizzers 
of West Plains High School. 
The third quarter was the big 
one for the Miners as they 
scored 17 points and put the 
game out of reach. The deluge 
began as Terry Ryan dashed 25 
yards for a touchdown to cap a 
Miner drive halfway through 
the quarter . As a result of the 
heavy pass rush put on by the 
Miner front four, Kirk 
Mathews, NWMS' quarterback, 
was forced to scramble out of 
the pocket several times. In the 
second quarter, he was injured 
on one such play on a gang 
tackle by the UMR secondary. 
Replacement Mark Smith of-
fered up Northwest's second 
intercepted pass on the next 
series, and Steve Teter nabbed 
it. 
Unfortunately, the Miner 
offense failed again, and neither 
side could muster any serious 
offensive threats for the next 8 
minutes. With three minutes 
left, the Miners resorted to the 
tricky flea-flicker play to net 
their next score. Vaughn pit-
ched out to Craig O'Dear, and 
then headed down the sideline. 
O'Dear stopped and passed it to 
Vaughn for a 41 yard touchdown 
play. With Rosenauer's kick, it 
was UMR 24, NWMS O. 
Don Renner intercepted a 
pass on a fake punt by Nor-
thwest and returned it 50 yards 
to the Northwest 12. Again the 
offense could not capitalize, and 
after a crucial 15 yard penalty, 
were forced to settle for a 36 
yard field goal, again by Dave 
Weaver. 
Northwest managed a drive 
late in the game and pushed 
across their only touchdown 
with less than a minute left. 
Smith passed to Dave Scott for 
eight yards and the touchdown. 
The conversion attempt was no 
good. 
Enough cannot be said of the 
efforts of the specialty teams in 
Saturday's game. The con-
sistently good field position that 
they gave the offense, and the 
Miner's excellent defensive 
show combined to shut down the 
Bearcats and dominate the 
course of the game. 
Ryan's 1033 yards is a new 
season record. Kenny Vaughn is 
still the leading passer in the 
MlAA with 1386 yards with a 43 
per cent completion mark. Once 
again, Saturday the Miners will 
host Washington University at 
New Jackling Field at 1 :30 in a 
nonconference game. 
• Score by periods : 
NWMS 0 0 0 &- 6 
UMR 7 3 17 (}--27 
The statistics: 
UMR NWMS 
First Downs 14 14 
Yards rushing 168 134 
Yards Passing 126 106 
Total Yards 294 232 
Passing 11-28 6-20 
Interceptio~ Thrown 0 3 
Fumbles Lost 2 3 
Punting 6-38.5 7-42.5 
Penalties 8-78 5-38 
Leading Rushers : 
Ryan (UMR) 
Solo (NWMS) 
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Craig Heath flew by the Bearcat, Saturday, returning severa I kicks for long yardage. 
Photo by H. Burford 
or 
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Thurs., Fri. & Sat., 9:00-1:00 
DISCO 
Tom Nichols on Guitar 
Wednesdays 10 p.m.-1 a.m. 
G & D STEAKHOUSE 
sOz. $221 FILLET STEAK 
Baked Potato or Fries, Texas Toast 
FREE ICE CREAM WITH EACH DINNER 
Forum Plaza Shopping Center Rolla, Mo. 
Open 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily 7 Days A Week 
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Puni goes up for a spike Saturday. The girls ended their season on a winning note. Photo by H. Burford 
Seasons Ends On Winning Note 
By MAUREEN MURPHY 
The UMR women's volleyball 
team ended its season this week 
with several exciting games, 
both on the road and at home. 
On Wednesday, Oct. 12, the lady 
Miner's played Evangel College 
out of Springfield and after a 
couple of close games, Evangel 
came out on top with scores of 
12-15, 7-15, 10-15. Going to 
Jefferson City on Wednesday, 
Oct. 19, the Miners showed 
great style by wiping out Lin· 
coln U. with scores of 15-4, 15-5, 
and 15-2. In a dual meet on 
Saturday, Oct. 22, Stephens 
College at Columbia took the 
first match, 10-15; 12-5 and 13-15 
against UMR. In the second 
match between UMR and 
Lincoln, Lincoln made a sur-
prising comeback and won it 
only after the match went into 5 
games. The scores were 14-16, 
15-9, 15-5, 11-15, respec-
tively. The lady Miners had 
another dual meet ahead of 
them at Columbia College, Oct. 
24. It was a very honest effort 
made by the team and the 
determination proved to be well 
worth it . The Miners took the 
first match against Columbia 
Cycling 
Results 
The UMR Cycling Club and 
the Intramural Department 
sponsored the intramural 
bicycle time trials which were 
held Sunday afternoon, October 
9. This event was held on the 
north outer road east of High-
way V, going toward St. James. 
The route was 10 miles of 
strenous riding for the men. The 
women's course was 5 miles of 
the route . 
The average speed for the top 
ten riders was 19.98mph. The top 





4-Delta Sig-32 : 38 
5-Beta Sig-34: 17 




10-Theta Xi-37: 36 
The top five individual scores 
for men are: 
Dave Sorrel 28:00 Delta Sig 
Bob Bellora 29:;1.5 GDI 
Mike Ludwig 29:45 MRHA 
Marty Hoffman_29:51 BSU 
Ben Humphries 29 :53 GDI 
The top two woman scores 
are : 
Jill Burgi 16:43 AWS 
Rita Weber 17:11 Zeta TaU 
Alpha 
" '. 
College, but the victory of the 
second match between UMR 
and Stephens Methodist College 
was in Stephen's favor. The 
Miners didn't give up, however. 
On Oct. 29, the lady Miners 
hosted Colver-Stockton and 
Lindenwood College in their last 
dual meet of the season. The 
Miners fought hard with their 
spirits high, this proving to be 
the better team. It also was an 
important game to the lady 
Miners, especially to senior Joy 
Evens. The team dedicated this 
last meet to her since it would 
be ending her volleyball career 
here at Rolla. Joy has been with 
the team since it started and 
M-Club 
has proved to be a great asset to 
the team . The Miners came out 
on top against Colver-Stockton, 
15-3 and 15-3. Lindenwood 
couldn't pull a win over on the 
Miners, either, the scores being 
15-5 and 15-9. 
Our final standings for the 
season were 9-16. The numbers 
don't really have a great 
significance to the Miners, 
because they know the hard 
work determination it took to 
play the last half of their season 
with only 6 players. We really 
appreciate the way the team 
stuck together till the end. Good 
luck to the returning players, 
for an even better season next 
year. 
athlete of the week 
This week's M-Club Athlete of the week is Terry Ryan. 
Terry broke two UMR rushing records this weekend as he 
carried the ball for 124 yards. First he broke his own single 
season rushing record of 927 yards by being the first UMR 
back ever to gain over 1000 yards in a season. Second Terry 
Broke the career rushing record by going over the 2000 yard 
mark. 
M -Club would like to recognize the Miner offensive line 
who is responsible for most of Terry's yards. Steve Henry 
and Rick Shoars have been doing a fine job at center. Brian 
Tepper, Perrin Roller and Ralph Wetherspoon have all 
performed well at guard, while John Moles· and Steve 
Curran have done an excellent job at tackle. 
Congratulations Terry. 
Russell's Town & College 
713 Pine Street Rolla, Mo. 65401 Phone 364-2323 
r~~l I SPORTS SHOP I §AII accessories for the§ 
g upcoming sports of 0 ~ soccer, ping pong and I 
§ volleyball § 
~ KEY § § SPORT s hop THE PLASTEHEY. INC. 8 
81003 Pine Rolla, Mo. 364·5495 8 ~oooooooooooooooooooooo8 
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TKE Wins Tennis 
By BRIAN EDWARDS 
Tau Kappa Epsilon Frater-
nity is the overall winner of 
Intramural Tennis. 
TKE's doubles team took 
second and their single com-
petitor finished fourth for a 
team score of six. MRHA, who 
finished second, was two points 
behind TKE as their singles 
team finished third and their 
doubles team came in fifth to 
give them a team score of eight. 
Competing for TKE as usual 
in the singles division was Ron 
Jansen, and in the doubles 
competition was Bill Frank and 
Mike Beckman. 
The top individuals in the 
doubles competition are D. 
Diestelkamp and R. Murphy 
from Sig Tau. In second of 
doubles was TKE, Beta Sig was 
third, Sig Nu fourth, and MRHA 
and Sig Ep tied for fifth . 
The top singles competetor is 
still undecided between Eric 
Meyer of TEC and Chandler of 
TJHA. MRHA finished third in 
singles, TKE was fourth, and 
Campus and GDI tied for fifth . 
Intramurals Standings 
1 Sig Ep 575.5 16ABS 297 
2SigNu 555 17GDI 295.5 
3 Tech Eng 549.5 18RHA 286 
4PhiKap 540 Wesley 286 
5KA 526 20 Triangle 268.5 
6TJHA 497 21AEPi 222 
7TKE 443.5 22 Delta Tau 221.5 
8KappaSig 443 23 Acacia 156.5 
SigPi 443 24 Focus 125 
10 Lambda Chi 428.5 Mates 125 
11 Sig Tau 422 26BSU 107.5 
12 Beta Sig 374 2:lTheta Xi 75 
13 Campus 366 28PiKPhi 45 
14PiKA 348.5 29 Fela 2~ 
15 Delta Sig 302 
-
QUALITY CLEANERS 
EXPERT CLEANING REASONABLY PRICED 
: 108 W. 7th St. Rolla, Mo. 65401 
-~--
FULL SELECfION OF 
TROPICAL HOUSE PLANTS 
-Cactus -Scbemera -Palm Trees -Rubber Trees -Ferns 
Of All Kinds -Large & Small Jade Trees -Plus Many 
Otber Potted Plants 
We Also Offer A Large Array Of Plant Accessories 
THE FORUM PLAZA 
SHOPPING CENTER 
"How come there's a piece of cheese 
in my fish sandwich'?" 
When we inventeJ 
our first Ftler·O-Fish 
sandwich. we knew we 'J 
made the best fish 
sandwich ever. The milJ 
fish we'J searched rhe 
llce;ms f\)f tasted JUSt 
right. bre<lJeJ anJ cooked 
up flaky and tender. 
AnJ our ere,IIll\", 
:lIecree [ ,ut.lf S,l UCI' reCLre 
g,Wl' It JUSt rhe :esr We 
-. 
wanteJ. 
\Vh y. we'J even 
l.il sc(wereJ that it t<lsted 
mns[ temr tlOg on .. I 
steamed bun. 
So. when we sen'ell 
H III the Chairman \,f the 
BouJ, we were .lm,l:eJ 
when he sclh.i. "You know. 
rhis doe .. [,bre \'cfV !!lXXl. 
But it'J [,l"re mcred .J.,le 
wnh ,I h,llf ,I slice p i 
cheese on n." 
\YJc knew he was 
\\'fOll).!.. But we tried It 
anyway. AnJ guess what! 
H~ WilS nghr. Theu's why 
t h ere'~ d h.l l( slice ll( 
cheese In (1m incfedi~I\' 
ddicll'U~ Filet·a·Fish 
~<mJ\\lch. 
AnJ. win' ~lllr 
C ha1rlll,m llt the BlMrd IS 
Ch.tlfm,1Il ~lf the B..l.lrJ. 
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It finally cOlnes down to commitment. 
When you don't like a course, it's hard to excel. The class gets 
tedious. The texts get boring. The lectures get dreadful. Your work 
suffers. And so do your grades. 
Compare that with the courses you really believe in. 
You care more. You try more. And without even noticing, you just 
naturally do better. 
It's true in school. It's true outside of school. 
For example, we believe there's just one way to brew 
Busch beer. The natural way. With natural ingredients. 
Natural carbonation. Natural ageing. 
We believe that's the best way to brew a beer. 
And when you believe in what you're 
doing, you just naturally do it better. 
Taste a Busch and we think you'll agree. 
~!;:;~;;iiim.nllnural Points 
BUSCH. 
When you believe in what you're doing, 
you just naturally do it better. 
" " ~ . ~ .. 
.' ... . 
. . . . 
" 
Anheuser·Busch Inc 51 lou" Mo 
, . 
, . ,., " " " " 
•• t • • •• 
, , ',. . , . , ~ 
, , . .. '. ' . 
